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7Li(p,n)7Be           (2) 
 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































≪ �! ≪ Δ�            (7) 
 
where �! is the de Broglie wavelength of the nucleon, � the relative velocity of two 
nucleons, �! is the distance between collisions, and Δ� the time between 
  42 
collisions[57]. At incident particle energies below 200MeV this condition does not 
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64Ni(p,n)64Cu           (17) 
 
68Zn(p,αn)64Cu              (18) 
 






























































89Y(d,2n)89Zr               (20) 
 




























































Generator Production:            Direct Production: 
















































































Direct              Generator 
98Mo(p,γ)99mTc   (26)         98Mo(n,γ)99Mo (28) 
 
100Mo(p,p2n)99mTc     (27)          100Mo(γ,n)99Mo (29) 
 


















































































Direct          Generator  
100Mo(p,2n)99mTc  (33)      100Mo(p,pn)99Mo (35) 
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natNi(α,p)61Cu             (41) 
 
60Ni(d,n)61Cu                          (42) 
 





















































































































































































































































































Cu‐60  23.7   6.12  54.0  32.8 
Cu‐61  198  2.24  32.0  16.4 






















































































68Zn(p,2n)67Ga           (46) 
 






































































































































































































































































































































































Ga‐66  570  5.18  8.72  4.4 






















































































































































































































Cu‐60  23.7   6.12  54.0  32.8 
Cu‐61  198  2.24  32.0  16.4 
Cu‐62  9.7  3.94  364.0  272.0 
Ga‐66  570  5.18  8.72  4.4 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































int main(int argc, char** argv) 
{ 
 
//consturct default run manager 
  G4RunManager* runManager = new G4RunManager; 
 
//set mandatory initialisation classes 
     
  G4VUserDetectorConstruction* detector = new 
BNCTDetectorConstruction; 
  runManager->SetUserInitialization(detector); 
  
  G4VUserPhysicsList* physics = new BNCTPhysicsList; 
//modified physics list 
  runManager->SetUserInitialization(physics); 
 
    //runManager->SetUserInitialization(new QGSP_BERT); 
//standard phyiscs model (Bertini) from the libraries 
     
//set mandatory user action class 
  G4VUserPrimaryGeneratorAction* gen_action = new 
BNCTPrimaryGeneratorAction; 
  runManager->SetUserAction(gen_action); 
     
//set optional user action class 
  G4UserSteppingAction* step_act = new BNCTSteppingAction; 
  runManager->SetUserAction(step_act); 
 
//initialise G4 kernal 
  




  G4VisManager* visManager = new G4VisExecutive; 




  G4UImanager* UI = G4UImanager::GetUIpointer(); 
  
  if (argc!=1) //batch mode 
    {  G4String command = "/control/execute "; 
      G4String fileName = argv[1]; 
      UI->ApplyCommand(command+fileName); 
    } 
   else //interactive mode 
    { 
#ifdef G4UI_USE 
      G4UIExecutive * ui = new G4UIExecutive(argc,argv); 
#ifdef G4VIS_USE 
      UI->ApplyCommand("/control/execute vis.mac"); 
#endif  
      ui->SessionStart(); 




      delete visManager; 
#endif 
    } 
   
   
  delete runManager; 
 











































  BNCTDetectorConstruction(); 








  G4Box* solidWorld; //pointer to solid World 
  G4LogicalVolume* logicWorld; //pointer to logical World 
  G4VPhysicalVolume* physiWorld; //pointer to physical World 
   
//reflector 
  G4Box* solidReflector; 
  G4LogicalVolume* logicReflector; 
  G4VPhysicalVolume* physiReflector; 
   
//moderator 
  G4Box* solidModerator; 
  G4LogicalVolume* logicModerator; 
  G4VPhysicalVolume* physiModerator; 
   
 //target 
  G4LogicalVolume* logicTarget; 
  G4VPhysicalVolume* physiTarget; 
 
//substrate 
  G4LogicalVolume* logicSub; 
  G4VPhysicalVolume* physiSub; 
 
//coolant bowl 
  G4LogicalVolume* logicCoolant; 
  G4VPhysicalVolume* physiCoolant; 
  145 
   
//left shield 
  G4Box* solidShieldL; 
  G4LogicalVolume* logicShieldL; 
  G4VPhysicalVolume* physiShieldL; 
   
//rigth shield 
  G4Box* solidShieldR; 
  G4LogicalVolume* logicShieldR; 
  G4VPhysicalVolume* physiShieldR; 
   
//top front shield 
  G4Box* solidFrontTop; 
  G4LogicalVolume* logicFrontTop; 
  G4VPhysicalVolume* physiFrontTop; 
   
//bottom front shield 
  G4Box* solidFrontBot; 
  G4LogicalVolume* logicFrontBot; 
  G4VPhysicalVolume* physiFrontBot; 
   
//beamline in reflector 
  G4LogicalVolume* logicBeamLineR; 
  G4VPhysicalVolume* physiBeamLineR;   
   
//beamline in moderator 
  G4LogicalVolume* logicBeamLineM; 
  G4VPhysicalVolume* physiBeamLineM; 
  
//coolant in moderator 
  G4LogicalVolume* logicCoolLineB; 
  G4VPhysicalVolume* physiCoolLineB; 
   
//coolant in refelctor 
  G4LogicalVolume* logicCoolLineC; 




















//modified physics list from example N01 
 
#ifndef BNCTPhysicsList_h 








class BNCTPhysicsList: public G4VUserPhysicsList 
{ 
public: 
  BNCTPhysicsList(); 
  ~BNCTPhysicsList(); 








  // Construct particle and physics 
  virtual void ConstructParticle(); 
  virtual void ConstructProcess(); 
     
  // these methods Construct physics processes and register 
them 
  virtual void ConstructGeneral(); 
  virtual void ConstructEM(); 
  virtual void ConstructHad(); 
  //  virtual void ConstructOp(); 
 
 
  /* 
  // these methods Construct all particles in each category 
  virtual void ConstructAllBosons(); 
  virtual void ConstructAllLeptons(); 
  virtual void ConstructAllMesons(); 
  virtual void ConstructAllBaryons(); 
  virtual void ConstructAllIons(); 
  virtual void ConstructAllShortLiveds(); 
  */ 
 
  virtual void AddTransportation(); 
 
private: 
  G4int VerboseLevel; 
  G4int OpVerbLevel; 
   G4ProtonInelasticCrossSection protonCrossSection; 
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  G4double cutForGamma; 
  G4double cutForElectron; 
  G4double cutForPositron; 
  G4double cutForProton; 
  G4double cutForAlpha; 
  G4double cutForGenericIon; 
 
  // these methods Construct particles  
  void ConstructMyBosons(); 
  void ConstructMyLeptons(); 
  void ConstructMyHadrons(); 




















































class BNCTPrimaryGeneratorAction : public 
G4VUserPrimaryGeneratorAction 
{ 
  public: 
    BNCTPrimaryGeneratorAction();     
   ~BNCTPrimaryGeneratorAction(); 
 
  public: 
    void GeneratePrimaries(G4Event* anEvent); 
 
  private: 
    G4ParticleGun* particleGun; 











































class BNCTSteppingAction : public G4UserSteppingAction 
{ 
  public: 
    BNCTSteppingAction(); 
    virtual ~BNCTSteppingAction(); 
 
    virtual void UserSteppingAction(const G4Step*); 
 
private: 
























































  : solidWorld(0), logicWorld(0), physiWorld(0), 
    solidReflector(0), logicReflector(0), physiReflector(0), 
    solidModerator(0), logicModerator(0), physiModerator(0), 
    logicTarget(0), physiTarget(0), 
    logicSub(0), physiSub(0), 
    logicCoolant(0), physiCoolant(0), 
    solidShieldL(0), logicShieldL(0), physiShieldL(0), 
    solidShieldR(0), logicShieldR(0), physiShieldR(0), 
    solidFrontTop(0), logicFrontTop(0), physiFrontTop(0), 
    solidFrontBot(0), logicFrontBot(0), physiFrontBot(0),  
    logicBeamLineR(0), physiBeamLineR(0), 
    logicBeamLineM(0), physiBeamLineM(0), 
    logicCoolLineB(0), physiCoolLineB(0), 
    logicCoolLineC(0), physiCoolLineC(0) 
{} 









 G4int nel; 
  G4int natoms; 
 
//Air 
G4Element* N = new G4Element("Nitrogen","N",z= 7., a= 
14.01*g/mole); 
G4Element* O = new G4Element("Oxygen","O",z=8., a= 
16.00*g/mole); 







 G4Element* D = new 
G4Element("Deuterium","D",z=1,a=2.014*g/mole); 
 G4Material* D2O = new G4Material("D2O",density=1.107*g/cm3, 
nel=2); 
   D2O->AddElement(O, natoms=1); 




 G4Element* Li = new G4Element("lithium","Li", z=3., a= 
6.94*g/mole ); 
//Al 
 G4Element* Al = new G4Element("aluminium","Al", z=13., a= 
26.98*g/mole); 
//F 
 G4Element* F = new G4Element("flourine","F", z=9., 
a=19.0*g/mole); 
//fluental 

























G4cout << G4endl << "The materials defined are : " << G4endl 
<< G4endl; 
G4cout << *(G4Material::GetMaterialTable()) << G4endl; 
 
//geometry  





G4double innerRadOfT = 0.*m; 
G4double outerRadOfT = 0.02*m; 
G4double hightOfT = 0.00035*m; 
G4double startAngOfT = 0.*deg; 
G4double spanningOfT = 360.*deg; 
 
//substrate 
G4double innerRadOfSub = 0.*m; 
G4double outerRadOfSub = 0.03*m; 
G4double startPhiOfSub = 0.*deg; 
G4double spanningPhiOfSub = 180.*deg; 
G4double startThetaOfSub = 0.*deg; 
G4double spanningThetaOfSub = 180.*deg; 
 
//coolant 
G4double innerRadOfCl = 0.*m; 
G4double outerRadOfCl = 0.02*m; 
G4double startPhiOfCl = 0.*deg; 
G4double spanningPhiOfCl = 180.*deg; 
G4double startThetaOfCl = 0.*deg; 
G4double spanningThetaOfCl = 180.*deg; 
 
//beamline in reflector 
G4double innerRadOfBLR = 0.*m; 
G4double outerRadOfBLR = 0.03*m; 
G4double hightOfBLR = 0.1*m; 
G4double startAngOfBLR = 0.*deg; 
 G4double spanningOfBLR = 360.*deg; 
 
//beamline in moderator 
G4double innerRadOfBLM = 0.*m; 
G4double outerRadOfBLM = 0.03*m; 
G4double hightOfBLM = 0.044825*m; 
G4double startAngOfBLM = 0.*deg; 
G4double spanningOfBLM = 360.*deg; 
 
//coolant in moderator 
G4double innerRadOfCLB = 0.*m; 
G4double outerRadOfCLB = 0.02*m; 
G4double hightOfCLB = 0.029825*m; 
G4double startAngOfCLB = 0.*deg; 
G4double spanningOfCLB = 360.*deg; 
 
//coolant in reflector 
G4double innerRadOfCLC = 0.*m; 
G4double outerRadOfCLC = 0.02*m; 
G4double hightOfCLC = 0.1*m; 
G4double startAngOfCLC = 0.*deg; 





solidWorld = new G4Box("world", //name 
                       worldLength,worldLength,worldLength 
//dimensions 
                       ); //solid 
     
logicWorld = new G4LogicalVolume(solidWorld, //solid 
                                 Air, //material 
                                 "World", //name 
                                 0, //magnetic field 
                                 0, //sensitive detector 
                                 0 //user limits  
                                 ); //logical volume 
     
physiWorld = new G4PVPlacement(0, //no rotation 
                               G4ThreeVector(), //position 
vector 
                               logicWorld, //logical volume 
                               "World", //name 
                               0, //mother volume 
                               false, //no boolean operations 
                               0 //copy number 
                               );//physical volume 
 
//reflector 
solidReflector = new G4Box("reflector", 0.25*m,0.29*m,0.32*m); 
logicReflector = new 
G4LogicalVolume(solidReflector,Graphite,"Reflector",0,0,0 
); 





G4ThreeVector positionMod =  G4ThreeVector(0,0,0.1*m); 
//position vector 
     
solidModerator = new G4Box("mod", 0.05*m, 0.09*m, 0.22*m); 
logicModerator = new 
G4LogicalVolume(solidModerator,fluental,"Mod",0,0,0); 




  G4RotationMatrix* xRot = new G4RotationMatrix; 
 xRot->rotateX(90.*deg); //rotation by 90degrees 
     
G4Tubs* target = new G4Tubs("target",innerRadOfT, outerRadOfT, 
hightOfT, startAngOfT, spanningOfT); 
logicTarget = new 
G4LogicalVolume(target,Lithium,"Target",0,0,0); 





 G4RotationMatrix* xSRot = new G4RotationMatrix; 
xSRot->rotateX(180.*deg); 
     
G4ThreeVector positionSub = G4ThreeVector(0,-0.00035*m,-
0.1*m); 
     
G4Sphere* substrate = new G4Sphere("substrate", innerRadOfSub, 
outerRadOfSub, startPhiOfSub, spanningPhiOfSub, 
startThetaOfSub, spanningThetaOfSub); 
logicSub = new G4LogicalVolume(substrate,Cu,"Sub",0,0,0); 




G4ThreeVector positionCool = G4ThreeVector(0,0.01*m,0); 
     
G4Sphere* coolant = new G4Sphere("coolant", innerRadOfCl, 
outerRadOfCl, startPhiOfCl, spanningPhiOfCl, startThetaOfCl, 
spanningThetaOfCl); 
logicCoolant = new 
G4LogicalVolume(coolant,D2O,"Coolant",0,0,0); 
physiCoolant = new G4PVPlacement(0,positionCool, 
logicCoolant,"Coolant",logicSub,false,0); 
 
//left lead shield 
 G4ThreeVector positionSL =  G4ThreeVector(0,0,-0.15*m); 
     
solidShieldL = new G4Box("shieldL", 0.03*m, 0.035*m, 0.01*m); 
logicShieldL = new 
G4LogicalVolume(solidShieldL,Pb,"ShieldL",0,0,0); 
 physiShieldL = new G4PVPlacement(0, 
positionSL,logicShieldL,"ShieldL",logicModerator,false,0); 
  
//right lead shield 
G4ThreeVector positionSR =  G4ThreeVector(0,0,-0.05*m); 
     
solidShieldR = new G4Box("shieldR", 0.03*m, 0.035*m, 0.01*m); 
logicShieldR = new 
G4LogicalVolume(solidShieldR,Pb,"ShieldR",0,0,0); 
 physiShieldR = new G4PVPlacement(0, 
positionSR,logicShieldR,"ShieldR",logicModerator,false,0); 
  
//Front top shield 
G4ThreeVector positionFT =  G4ThreeVector(0,0.19*m,0.345*m); 
     
solidFrontTop = new G4Box("frontTop", 0.25*m, 0.1*m, 0.025*m); 
logicFrontTop = new 
G4LogicalVolume(solidFrontTop,Pb,"FrontTop",0,0,0); 
physiFrontTop = new G4PVPlacement(0, 
positionFT,logicFrontTop,"FrontTop",logicWorld,false,0); 
  
//Front bottom shield 
G4ThreeVector positionFB = G4ThreeVector(0,-0.19*m,0.345*m); 
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solidFrontBot = new G4Box("frontBot", 0.25*m, 0.1*m, 0.025*m); 
logicFrontBot = new 
G4LogicalVolume(solidFrontBot,Pb,"FrontTop",0,0,0); 




//Beamline in reflector 
G4RotationMatrix* xRotBLR = new G4RotationMatrix; 
 xRotBLR->rotateX(90.*deg); 
     
G4ThreeVector positionBLR = G4ThreeVector(0,0.19*m,0); 
     
G4Tubs* beamLineR = new 
G4Tubs("beamLineR",innerRadOfBLR,outerRadOfBLR,hightOfBLR,star
tAngOfBLR,spanningOfBLR); 
logicBeamLineR = new 
G4LogicalVolume(beamLineR,Air,"BeamLineR",0,0,0); 





//BeamLine in moderator 
 G4RotationMatrix* xRotBLM = new G4RotationMatrix; 
 xRotBLM->rotateX(90.*deg); 
     
G4ThreeVector positionBLM = G4ThreeVector(0,0.045175*m,-
0.1*m); 
     
G4Tubs* beamLineM = new 
G4Tubs("beamLineM",innerRadOfBLM,outerRadOfBLM,hightOfBLM,star
tAngOfBLM,spanningOfBLM); 
logicBeamLineM = new 
G4LogicalVolume(beamLineM,Air,"BeamLineM",0,0,0); 




//Coolant line in Moderator  
G4RotationMatrix* xRotCLB = new G4RotationMatrix; 
 xRotCLB->rotateX(90.*deg); 
     
G4ThreeVector positionCLB = G4ThreeVector(0,-0.060175*m,-
0.1*m); 
     
G4Tubs* coolLineB = new 
G4Tubs("CoolLineB",innerRadOfCLB,outerRadOfCLB,hightOfCLB,star
tAngOfCLB,spanningOfCLB); 
logicCoolLineB = new 
G4LogicalVolume(coolLineB,D2O,"CoolLineB",0,0,0); 





//Coolant line in reflector 
G4RotationMatrix* xRotCLC = new G4RotationMatrix; 
 xRotCLC->rotateX(90.*deg); 
     
G4ThreeVector positionCLC = G4ThreeVector(0,-0.19*m,0); 
     
G4Tubs* coolLineC = new 
G4Tubs("CoolLineC",innerRadOfCLC,outerRadOfCLC,hightOfCLC,star
tAngOfCLC,spanningOfCLC); 
logicCoolLineC = new 
G4LogicalVolume(coolLineC,D2O,"CoolLineC",0,0,0); 













 G4VisAttributes* simpleBoxref= new 
G4VisAttributes(G4Colour(1.0,0.0,0.0)); //colour 
  simpleBoxref->SetVisibility(true); //visiblity 
  logicReflector->SetVisAttributes(simpleBoxref); // object 
 
//moderator 
  G4VisAttributes* simpleBoxMod= new 
G4VisAttributes(G4Colour(0.0,0.0,1.0)); 
  simpleBoxMod->SetVisibility(true); 
  logicModerator->SetVisAttributes(simpleBoxMod); 
 
//target 
  G4VisAttributes* simpleBoxTarget= new 
G4VisAttributes(G4Colour(0.0,1.0,0.0)); 
  simpleBoxTarget->SetVisibility(true); 
  logicTarget->SetVisAttributes(simpleBoxTarget); 
   
//substrate 
G4VisAttributes* simpleBoxSub= new 
G4VisAttributes(G4Colour(1.0,0.0,1.0)); 
  simpleBoxSub->SetVisibility(true); 
  logicSub->SetVisAttributes(simpleBoxSub); 
 
//coolant bowl 
G4VisAttributes* simpleBoxCool= new 
G4VisAttributes(G4Colour(1.0,0.0,0.0)); 
  simpleBoxCool->SetVisibility(true); 
  logicCoolant->SetVisAttributes(simpleBoxCool); 
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//coolant line in moderator 
G4VisAttributes* simpleBoxCLB= new 
G4VisAttributes(G4Colour(1.0,0.0,0.0)); 
  simpleBoxCLB->SetVisibility(true); 
  logicCoolLineB->SetVisAttributes(simpleBoxCLB); 
 
//coolant line in reflector 
G4VisAttributes* simpleBoxCLC= new 
G4VisAttributes(G4Colour(1.0,0.0,0.0)); 
  simpleBoxCLC->SetVisibility(true); 
  logicCoolLineC->SetVisAttributes(simpleBoxCLC); 
   
//left shield 
G4VisAttributes* simpleBoxShL= new 
G4VisAttributes(G4Colour(1.0,1.0,0.0)); 
  simpleBoxShL->SetVisibility(true); 
  logicShieldL->SetVisAttributes(simpleBoxShL); 
   
//right shield 
G4VisAttributes* simpleBoxShR= new 
G4VisAttributes(G4Colour(1.0,1.0,0.0)); 
  simpleBoxShR->SetVisibility(true); 
  logicShieldR->SetVisAttributes(simpleBoxShR); 
     
//top front sheild 
G4VisAttributes* simpleBoxFT= new 
G4VisAttributes(G4Colour(0.0,0.0,1.0)); 
  simpleBoxFT->SetVisibility(true); 
  logicFrontTop->SetVisAttributes(simpleBoxFT); 
   
//bottom front shield 
G4VisAttributes* simpleBoxFB= new 
G4VisAttributes(G4Colour(0.0,0.0,1.0)); 
  simpleBoxFB->SetVisibility(true); 
  logicFrontBot->SetVisAttributes(simpleBoxFB); 
 
//beamline in reflector 
G4VisAttributes* simpleBoxBLR= new 
G4VisAttributes(G4Colour(0.0,1.0,0.0)); 
  simpleBoxBLR->SetVisibility(true); 
  logicBeamLineR->SetVisAttributes(simpleBoxBLR); 
   
//beamline in moderator 
G4VisAttributes* simpleBoxBLM= new 
G4VisAttributes(G4Colour(0.0,1.0,0.0)); 
  simpleBoxBLM->SetVisibility(true); 
  logicBeamLineM->SetVisAttributes(simpleBoxBLM); 
  












//   GEANT 4 - Underground Dark Matter Detector Advanced 
Example 
// 
//      For information related to this code contact: Alex 
Howard 





//                  Underground Advanced 
//               by A. Howard and H. Araujo  
//                    (27th November 2001) 
// 




// 14-02-03 Fix bugs in msc and hIon instanciation + cut per 
region 
// 
// 05-02-05 AH - changes to G4Decay - added is not short lived 
protection 
//          and redefined particles to allow non-static 
creation 
//          i.e. changed construction to G4MesonConstructor, 
G4BaryonConstructor 
//  
// 23-10-09 LP - migrated EM physics from the LowEnergy 
processes (not supported) to  



























BNCTPhysicsList::BNCTPhysicsList() : G4VUserPhysicsList()  
{ 
 
  defaultCutValue     = 1.*mm; // 
  cutForGamma         = defaultCutValue; 
  cutForElectron      = 1.*mm; 
  cutForPositron      = defaultCutValue; 
 
  VerboseLevel = 1; 
  OpVerbLevel = 0; 
 










// Construct Particles 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
void BNCTPhysicsList::ConstructParticle()  
{ 
 
  // In this method, static member functions should be called 
  // for all particles which you want to use. 
  // This ensures that objects of these particle types will be 
  // created in the program.  
 
  ConstructMyBosons(); 
  ConstructMyLeptons(); 
  ConstructMyHadrons(); 









  // pseudo-particles 
  G4Geantino::GeantinoDefinition(); 
  G4ChargedGeantino::ChargedGeantinoDefinition(); 
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  // gamma 
  G4Gamma::GammaDefinition(); 
 
  //OpticalPhotons 









  // leptons 
  G4Electron::ElectronDefinition(); 
  G4Positron::PositronDefinition(); 
  G4MuonPlus::MuonPlusDefinition(); 
  G4MuonMinus::MuonMinusDefinition(); 
 
  G4NeutrinoE::NeutrinoEDefinition(); 
  G4AntiNeutrinoE::AntiNeutrinoEDefinition(); 
  G4NeutrinoMu::NeutrinoMuDefinition(); 












 //  mesons 
  G4MesonConstructor mConstructor; 
  mConstructor.ConstructParticle(); 
 
 //  baryons 
  G4BaryonConstructor bConstructor; 
  bConstructor.ConstructParticle(); 
 
 //  ions 
  G4IonConstructor iConstructor; 











  // ShortLiveds 






// Construct Processes 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
void BNCTPhysicsList::ConstructProcess()  
{ 
 
  AddTransportation(); 
 
  ConstructEM(); 
 
  // ConstructOp(); 
 
  ConstructHad(); 
 











void BNCTPhysicsList::AddTransportation() { 
   
  G4VUserPhysicsList::AddTransportation(); 
   
  theParticleIterator->reset(); 
  while( (*theParticleIterator)() ){ 
    G4ParticleDefinition* particle = theParticleIterator-
>value(); 
    G4ProcessManager* pmanager = particle-
>GetProcessManager(); 
    G4String particleName = particle->GetParticleName(); 
    /* 
    // time cuts for ONLY neutrons: 
    if(particleName == "neutron")  
      pmanager->AddDiscreteProcess(new DMXMaxTimeCuts()); 
    // Energy cuts to kill charged (embedded in method) 
particles: 
    pmanager->AddDiscreteProcess(new DMXMinEkineCuts()); 
    */ 
    // Step limit applied to all particles: 
    pmanager->AddProcess(new G4StepLimiter,       -1,-1,1); 
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// Electromagnetic Processes 
//////////////////////////////////////////////// 



























#include "G4eIonisation.hh"  

























void BNCTPhysicsList::ConstructEM() { 
   
  //set a finer grid of the physic tables in order to improve 
precision 
  //former LowEnergy models have 200 bins up to 100 GeV 
  G4EmProcessOptions opt; 
  opt.SetMaxEnergy(100*GeV); 
  opt.SetDEDXBinning(200); 
  opt.SetLambdaBinning(200); 
 
  theParticleIterator->reset(); 
  while( (*theParticleIterator)() ){ 
    G4ParticleDefinition* particle = theParticleIterator-
>value(); 
    G4ProcessManager* pmanager = particle-
>GetProcessManager(); 
    G4String particleName = particle->GetParticleName(); 
    G4String particleType = particle->GetParticleType(); 
    G4double charge = particle->GetPDGCharge(); 
     
    if (particleName == "gamma")  
      { 
 //gamma 
 G4RayleighScattering* theRayleigh = new 
G4RayleighScattering(); 
 theRayleigh->SetModel(new G4LivermoreRayleighModel());  
//not strictly necessary 
 pmanager->AddDiscreteProcess(theRayleigh); 
 


















      }  
    else if (particleName == "e-")  
      { 
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 //electron 
 // process ordering: AddProcess(name, at rest, along step, 
post step) 
 // Multiple scattering 
 G4eMultipleScattering* msc = new G4eMultipleScattering(); 
 msc->SetStepLimitType(fUseDistanceToBoundary); 
 pmanager->AddProcess(msc,-1, 1, 1); 
 
 // Ionisation 
 G4eIonisation* eIonisation = new G4eIonisation(); 
 eIonisation->SetEmModel(new G4LivermoreIonisationModel()); 
 eIonisation->SetStepFunction(0.2, 100*um); //improved 
precision in tracking   
 pmanager->AddProcess(eIonisation,-1, 2, 2); 
  
 // Bremsstrahlung 




 pmanager->AddProcess(eBremsstrahlung, -1,-3, 3); 
      }  
    else if (particleName == "e+")  
      { 
 //positron  
 G4eMultipleScattering* msc = new G4eMultipleScattering(); 
 msc->SetStepLimitType(fUseDistanceToBoundary); 
 pmanager->AddProcess(msc,-1, 1, 1); 
  
 // Ionisation 
 G4eIonisation* eIonisation = new G4eIonisation(); 
 eIonisation->SetStepFunction(0.2, 100*um); //      
 pmanager->AddProcess(eIonisation,                 -1, 2, 
2); 
 
 //Bremsstrahlung (use default, no low-energy available) 
 pmanager->AddProcess(new G4eBremsstrahlung(), -1,-1, 3); 
 
 //Annihilation 
 pmanager->AddProcess(new G4eplusAnnihilation(),0,-1, 4);       
      }  
    else if( particleName == "mu+" ||  
      particleName == "mu-"    )  
      { 
 //muon   
 pmanager->AddProcess(new G4eMultipleScattering,           
-1, 1, 1); 
 pmanager->AddProcess(new G4MuIonisation(),          -1, 2, 
2); 
 pmanager->AddProcess(new G4MuBremsstrahlung(),      -1,-1, 
3); 
 pmanager->AddProcess(new G4MuPairProduction(),      -1,-1, 
4); 
 if( particleName == "mu-" ) 
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   pmanager->AddProcess(new G4MuonMinusCaptureAtRest(), 0,-
1,-1); 
      }  
    else if (particleName == "proton" ||  
      particleName == "pi+" ||  
      particleName == "pi-") 
      { 
 //multiple scattering 
 pmanager->AddProcess(new G4hMultipleScattering, -1, 1, 1); 
       
 //ionisation 
 G4hIonisation* hIonisation = new G4hIonisation(); 
 hIonisation->SetStepFunction(0.2, 50*um); 
 pmanager->AddProcess(hIonisation,                     -1, 
2, 2);       
  
 //bremmstrahlung 
 pmanager->AddProcess(new G4hBremsstrahlung,     -1,-3, 3); 
      } 
    else if(particleName == "alpha"      || 
      particleName == "deuteron"   || 
      particleName == "triton"     || 
      particleName == "He3") 
      { 
 //multiple scattering 
 pmanager->AddProcess(new G4hMultipleScattering,-1,1,1); 
  
 //ionisation 
 G4ionIonisation* ionIoni = new G4ionIonisation(); 
 ionIoni->SetStepFunction(0.1, 20*um); 
 pmanager->AddProcess(ionIoni,                   -1, 2, 2); 
      } 
    else if (particleName == "GenericIon") 
      { 
 // OBJECT may be dynamically created as either a 
GenericIon or nucleus 
 // G4Nucleus exists and therefore has particle type 
nucleus 
 // genericIon: 
  
 //multiple scattering 
 pmanager->AddProcess(new G4hMultipleScattering,-1,1,1); 
 
 //ionisation 
 G4ionIonisation* ionIoni = new G4ionIonisation(); 
 ionIoni->SetEmModel(new G4IonParametrisedLossModel()); 
 ionIoni->SetStepFunction(0.1, 20*um); 
 pmanager->AddProcess(ionIoni,                   -1, 2, 2); 
      }  
 
    else if ((!particle->IsShortLived()) && 
      (charge != 0.0) &&  
      (particle->GetParticleName() != "chargedgeantino"))  
      { 
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 //all others charged particles except geantino 
        G4hMultipleScattering* aMultipleScattering = new 
G4hMultipleScattering(); 
        G4hIonisation* ahadronIon = new G4hIonisation(); 
  




 pmanager->AddProcess(ahadronIon,       -1,2,2);       
      } 
     
  } 
 
  // turn off msc step-limitation - especially as electron cut 
1nm 












void BNCTPhysicsList::ConstructOp()  
{ 
  // default scintillation process 
  G4Scintillation* theScintProcessDef = new 
G4Scintillation("Scintillation"); 
  // theScintProcessDef->DumpPhysicsTable(); 
  theScintProcessDef->SetTrackSecondariesFirst(true); 
  theScintProcessDef->SetScintillationYieldFactor(1.0); // 
  theScintProcessDef->SetScintillationExcitationRatio(0.0); // 
  theScintProcessDef->SetVerboseLevel(OpVerbLevel); 
 
  // scintillation process for alpha: 
  G4Scintillation* theScintProcessAlpha = new 
G4Scintillation("Scintillation"); 
  // theScintProcessNuc->DumpPhysicsTable(); 
  theScintProcessAlpha->SetTrackSecondariesFirst(true); 
  theScintProcessAlpha->SetScintillationYieldFactor(1.1); 
  theScintProcessAlpha->SetScintillationExcitationRatio(1.0); 
  theScintProcessAlpha->SetVerboseLevel(OpVerbLevel); 
 
  // scintillation process for heavy nuclei 
  G4Scintillation* theScintProcessNuc = new 
G4Scintillation("Scintillation"); 
  // theScintProcessNuc->DumpPhysicsTable(); 
  theScintProcessNuc->SetTrackSecondariesFirst(true); 
  theScintProcessNuc->SetScintillationYieldFactor(0.2); 
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  theScintProcessNuc->SetScintillationExcitationRatio(1.0); 
  theScintProcessNuc->SetVerboseLevel(OpVerbLevel); 
 
  // optical processes 
  G4OpAbsorption* theAbsorptionProcess = new G4OpAbsorption(); 
  //  G4OpRayleigh* theRayleighScatteringProcess = new 
G4OpRayleigh(); 
  G4OpBoundaryProcess* theBoundaryProcess = new 
G4OpBoundaryProcess(); 
  //  theAbsorptionProcess->DumpPhysicsTable(); 
  //  theRayleighScatteringProcess->DumpPhysicsTable(); 
  theAbsorptionProcess->SetVerboseLevel(OpVerbLevel); 
  // theRayleighScatteringProcess-
>SetVerboseLevel(OpVerbLevel); 
  theBoundaryProcess->SetVerboseLevel(OpVerbLevel); 
  G4OpticalSurfaceModel themodel = unified; 
  theBoundaryProcess->SetModel(themodel); 
 
  theParticleIterator->reset(); 
  while( (*theParticleIterator)() ) 
    { 
      G4ParticleDefinition* particle = theParticleIterator-
>value(); 
      G4ProcessManager* pmanager = particle-
>GetProcessManager(); 
      G4String particleName = particle->GetParticleName(); 
      if (theScintProcessDef->IsApplicable(*particle)) { 
 //      if(particle->GetPDGMass() > 5.0*GeV)  
 if(particle->GetParticleName() == "GenericIon") { 
   pmanager->AddProcess(theScintProcessNuc); // 
AtRestDiscrete 
   pmanager-
>SetProcessOrderingToLast(theScintProcessNuc,idxAtRest); 
   pmanager-
>SetProcessOrderingToLast(theScintProcessNuc,idxPostStep); 
 }    
 else if(particle->GetParticleName() == "alpha") { 
   pmanager->AddProcess(theScintProcessAlpha); 
   pmanager-
>SetProcessOrderingToLast(theScintProcessAlpha,idxAtRest); 
   pmanager-
>SetProcessOrderingToLast(theScintProcessAlpha,idxPostStep); 
 } 
 else { 
   pmanager->AddProcess(theScintProcessDef); 
   pmanager-
>SetProcessOrderingToLast(theScintProcessDef,idxAtRest); 
   pmanager-
>SetProcessOrderingToLast(theScintProcessDef,idxPostStep); 
 }    
      } 
       






      } 





// Hadronic processes 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
// Elastic processes: 
#include "G4HadronElasticProcess.hh" 
 






























































// Makes discrete physics processes for the hadrons, at 
present limited 
// to those particles with GHEISHA interactions (INTRC > 0). 
// The processes are: Elastic scattering and Inelastic 
scattering. 
// F.W.Jones  09-JUL-1998 
void BNCTPhysicsList::ConstructHad()  
{ 
  G4HadronElasticProcess* theElasticProcess = new 
G4HadronElasticProcess; 
  G4LElastic* theElasticModel = new G4LElastic; 
  theElasticProcess->RegisterMe(theElasticModel); 
   
  theParticleIterator->reset(); 
  while ((*theParticleIterator)())  
    { 
      G4ParticleDefinition* particle = theParticleIterator-
>value(); 
      G4ProcessManager* pmanager = particle-
>GetProcessManager(); 
      G4String particleName = particle->GetParticleName(); 
 
      if (particleName == "pi+")  
 { 
   pmanager->AddDiscreteProcess(theElasticProcess); 
   G4PionPlusInelasticProcess* theInelasticProcess =  
     new G4PionPlusInelasticProcess("inelastic"); 
   G4LEPionPlusInelastic* theLEInelasticModel =  
     new G4LEPionPlusInelastic; 
   theInelasticProcess->RegisterMe(theLEInelasticModel); 
   G4HEPionPlusInelastic* theHEInelasticModel =  
     new G4HEPionPlusInelastic; 
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   theInelasticProcess->RegisterMe(theHEInelasticModel); 
   pmanager->AddDiscreteProcess(theInelasticProcess); 
 }  
 
      else if (particleName == "pi-")  
 { 
   pmanager->AddDiscreteProcess(theElasticProcess); 
   G4PionMinusInelasticProcess* theInelasticProcess =  
     new G4PionMinusInelasticProcess("inelastic"); 
   G4LEPionMinusInelastic* theLEInelasticModel =  
     new G4LEPionMinusInelastic; 
   theInelasticProcess->RegisterMe(theLEInelasticModel); 
   G4HEPionMinusInelastic* theHEInelasticModel =  
     new G4HEPionMinusInelastic; 
   theInelasticProcess->RegisterMe(theHEInelasticModel); 
   pmanager->AddDiscreteProcess(theInelasticProcess); 
   G4String prcNam; 
   pmanager->AddRestProcess(new G4PiMinusAbsorptionAtRest, 
ordDefault); 
 } 
       
      else if (particleName == "kaon+")  
 { 
   pmanager->AddDiscreteProcess(theElasticProcess); 
   G4KaonPlusInelasticProcess* theInelasticProcess =  
     new G4KaonPlusInelasticProcess("inelastic"); 
   G4LEKaonPlusInelastic* theLEInelasticModel =  
     new G4LEKaonPlusInelastic; 
   theInelasticProcess->RegisterMe(theLEInelasticModel); 
   G4HEKaonPlusInelastic* theHEInelasticModel =  
     new G4HEKaonPlusInelastic; 
   theInelasticProcess->RegisterMe(theHEInelasticModel); 
   pmanager->AddDiscreteProcess(theInelasticProcess); 
 } 
       
      else if (particleName == "kaon0S")  
 { 
   pmanager->AddDiscreteProcess(theElasticProcess); 
   G4KaonZeroSInelasticProcess* theInelasticProcess =  
     new G4KaonZeroSInelasticProcess("inelastic"); 
   G4LEKaonZeroSInelastic* theLEInelasticModel =  
     new G4LEKaonZeroSInelastic; 
   theInelasticProcess->RegisterMe(theLEInelasticModel); 
   G4HEKaonZeroInelastic* theHEInelasticModel =  
     new G4HEKaonZeroInelastic; 
   theInelasticProcess->RegisterMe(theHEInelasticModel); 
   pmanager->AddDiscreteProcess(theInelasticProcess); 
 } 
 
      else if (particleName == "kaon0L")  
 { 
   pmanager->AddDiscreteProcess(theElasticProcess); 
   G4KaonZeroLInelasticProcess* theInelasticProcess =  
     new G4KaonZeroLInelasticProcess("inelastic"); 
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   G4LEKaonZeroLInelastic* theLEInelasticModel =  
     new G4LEKaonZeroLInelastic; 
   theInelasticProcess->RegisterMe(theLEInelasticModel); 
   G4HEKaonZeroInelastic* theHEInelasticModel =  
     new G4HEKaonZeroInelastic; 
   theInelasticProcess->RegisterMe(theHEInelasticModel); 
   pmanager->AddDiscreteProcess(theInelasticProcess); 
 } 
 
      else if (particleName == "kaon-")  
 { 
   pmanager->AddDiscreteProcess(theElasticProcess); 
   G4KaonMinusInelasticProcess* theInelasticProcess =  
     new G4KaonMinusInelasticProcess("inelastic"); 
   G4LEKaonMinusInelastic* theLEInelasticModel =  
     new G4LEKaonMinusInelastic; 
   theInelasticProcess->RegisterMe(theLEInelasticModel); 
   G4HEKaonMinusInelastic* theHEInelasticModel =  
     new G4HEKaonMinusInelastic; 
   theInelasticProcess->RegisterMe(theHEInelasticModel); 
   pmanager->AddDiscreteProcess(theInelasticProcess); 




      else if (particleName == "proton")  
 { 
  // Inelastic scattering: Binary model up to  10. GeV  
  G4BinaryCascade* binaryModel = new G4BinaryCascade(); 
  // Energy limit of the Binary model 
  G4double binaryHighEnergyLimit = 10. * GeV; 
  binaryModel->SetMaxEnergy(binaryHighEnergyLimit); 
 
   pmanager->AddDiscreteProcess(theElasticProcess); 
   G4ProtonInelasticProcess* theInelasticProcess =  
     new G4ProtonInelasticProcess("inelastic"); 
          // Activate the cross-sections for proton nuclear 
scattering up to 20 GeV 
          theInelasticProcess-
>AddDataSet(&protonCrossSection); 
          // Set the models 
          theInelasticProcess->RegisterMe(binaryModel); 
   G4LEProtonInelastic* theLEProtonInelasticModel = new 
G4LEProtonInelastic; 
  theLEProtonInelasticModel->SetMinEnergy(8.*GeV); 
   theInelasticProcess-
>RegisterMe(theLEProtonInelasticModel); 
   G4HEProtonInelastic* theHEInelasticModel = new 
G4HEProtonInelastic; 
   theInelasticProcess->RegisterMe(theHEInelasticModel); 
   pmanager->AddDiscreteProcess(theInelasticProcess); 
 } 
 
      else if (particleName == "anti_proton")  
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 { 
   pmanager->AddDiscreteProcess(theElasticProcess); 
   G4AntiProtonInelasticProcess* theInelasticProcess =  
     new G4AntiProtonInelasticProcess("inelastic"); 
   G4LEAntiProtonInelastic* theLEInelasticModel =  
     new G4LEAntiProtonInelastic; 
   theInelasticProcess->RegisterMe(theLEInelasticModel); 
   G4HEAntiProtonInelastic* theHEInelasticModel =  
     new G4HEAntiProtonInelastic; 
   theInelasticProcess->RegisterMe(theHEInelasticModel); 
   pmanager->AddDiscreteProcess(theInelasticProcess); 
 } 
 
      else if (particleName == "neutron") { 
 // elastic scattering 
 G4HadronElasticProcess* theNeutronElasticProcess =  
   new G4HadronElasticProcess; 
 G4LElastic* theElasticModel1 = new G4LElastic; 









 // inelastic scattering 
 G4NeutronInelasticProcess* theInelasticProcess = 
   new G4NeutronInelasticProcess("inelastic"); 




 G4NeutronHPInelastic * theLENeutronInelasticModel = 
   new G4NeutronHPInelastic; 
 theInelasticProcess-
>RegisterMe(theLENeutronInelasticModel); 
 G4NeutronHPInelasticData * theNeutronData1 =  
   new G4NeutronHPInelasticData; 
 theInelasticProcess->AddDataSet(theNeutronData1); 
 pmanager->AddDiscreteProcess(theInelasticProcess); 
 // capture 
 G4HadronCaptureProcess* theCaptureProcess = 
   new G4HadronCaptureProcess; 
 G4LCapture* theCaptureModel = new G4LCapture; 
 theCaptureModel->SetMinEnergy(19*MeV); 
 theCaptureProcess->RegisterMe(theCaptureModel); 
 G4NeutronHPCapture * theLENeutronCaptureModel = new 
G4NeutronHPCapture; 
 theCaptureProcess->RegisterMe(theLENeutronCaptureModel); 





 //  G4ProcessManager* pmanager = G4Neutron::Neutron-
>GetProcessManager(); 
 //  pmanager->AddProcess(new G4UserSpecialCuts(),-1,-1,1); 
      } 
      else if (particleName == "anti_neutron")  
 { 
   pmanager->AddDiscreteProcess(theElasticProcess); 
   G4AntiNeutronInelasticProcess* theInelasticProcess =  
     new G4AntiNeutronInelasticProcess("inelastic"); 
   G4LEAntiNeutronInelastic* theLEInelasticModel =  
     new G4LEAntiNeutronInelastic; 
   theInelasticProcess->RegisterMe(theLEInelasticModel); 
   G4HEAntiNeutronInelastic* theHEInelasticModel =  
     new G4HEAntiNeutronInelastic; 
   theInelasticProcess->RegisterMe(theHEInelasticModel); 
   pmanager->AddDiscreteProcess(theInelasticProcess); 
 } 
 
      else if (particleName == "deuteron")  
 { 
   pmanager->AddDiscreteProcess(theElasticProcess); 
   G4DeuteronInelasticProcess* theInelasticProcess =  
     new G4DeuteronInelasticProcess("inelastic"); 
   G4LEDeuteronInelastic* theLEInelasticModel =  
     new G4LEDeuteronInelastic; 
   theInelasticProcess->RegisterMe(theLEInelasticModel); 
   pmanager->AddDiscreteProcess(theInelasticProcess); 
 } 
       
      else if (particleName == "triton")  
 { 
   pmanager->AddDiscreteProcess(theElasticProcess); 
   G4TritonInelasticProcess* theInelasticProcess =  
     new G4TritonInelasticProcess("inelastic"); 
   G4LETritonInelastic* theLEInelasticModel =  
     new G4LETritonInelastic; 
   theInelasticProcess->RegisterMe(theLEInelasticModel); 
   pmanager->AddDiscreteProcess(theInelasticProcess); 
 } 
 
      else if (particleName == "alpha")  
 { 
   pmanager->AddDiscreteProcess(theElasticProcess); 
   G4AlphaInelasticProcess* theInelasticProcess =  
     new G4AlphaInelasticProcess("inelastic"); 
   G4LEAlphaInelastic* theLEInelasticModel =  
     new G4LEAlphaInelastic; 
   theInelasticProcess->RegisterMe(theLEInelasticModel); 
   pmanager->AddDiscreteProcess(theInelasticProcess); 
 } 
 













void BNCTPhysicsList::ConstructGeneral() { 
 
  // Add Decay Process 
  G4Decay* theDecayProcess = new G4Decay(); 
  theParticleIterator->reset(); 
  while( (*theParticleIterator)() ) 
    { 
      G4ParticleDefinition* particle = theParticleIterator-
>value(); 
      G4ProcessManager* pmanager = particle-
>GetProcessManager(); 
       
      if (theDecayProcess->IsApplicable(*particle) && 
!particle->IsShortLived())  
 {  
   pmanager ->AddProcess(theDecayProcess); 
   // set ordering for PostStepDoIt and AtRestDoIt 
   pmanager ->SetProcessOrdering(theDecayProcess, 
idxPostStep); 
   pmanager ->SetProcessOrdering(theDecayProcess, 
idxAtRest); 
 } 
    } 
 
  // Declare radioactive decay to the GenericIon in the 
IonTable. 
  const G4IonTable *theIonTable =  
    G4ParticleTable::GetParticleTable()->GetIonTable(); 
  G4RadioactiveDecay *theRadioactiveDecay = new 
G4RadioactiveDecay(); 
 
  for (G4int i=0; i<theIonTable->Entries(); i++)  
    { 
      G4String particleName = theIonTable->GetParticle(i)-
>GetParticleName(); 
      G4String particleType = theIonTable->GetParticle(i)-
>GetParticleType(); 
       
      if (particleName == "GenericIon")  
 { 
   G4ProcessManager* pmanager =  
     theIonTable->GetParticle(i)->GetProcessManager(); 
   pmanager->SetVerboseLevel(VerboseLevel); 
   pmanager ->AddProcess(theRadioactiveDecay); 
  175 
   pmanager ->SetProcessOrdering(theRadioactiveDecay, 
idxPostStep); 
   pmanager ->SetProcessOrdering(theRadioactiveDecay, 
idxAtRest); 
 }  






void BNCTPhysicsList::SetCuts()  
{ 
   
  if (verboseLevel >1) 
    G4cout << "DMXPhysicsList::SetCuts:"; 
   
  if (verboseLevel>0){ 
    G4cout << "DMXPhysicsList::SetCuts:"; 
    G4cout << "CutLength : "  
    << G4BestUnit(defaultCutValue,"Length") << G4endl; 
  } 
 
  //special for low energy physics 




  // set cut values for gamma at first and for e- second and 
next for e+, 
  // because some processes for e+/e- need cut values for 
gamma  
  SetCutValue(cutForGamma, "gamma"); 
  SetCutValue(cutForElectron, "e-"); 
  SetCutValue(cutForPositron, "e+"); 
   
































  G4int n_particle = 1; 
  particleGun = new G4ParticleGun(n_particle); 
//incident particle type 
  G4ParticleTable* particleTable = 
G4ParticleTable::GetParticleTable(); 







  particleGun->SetParticleEnergy(2.8*MeV); 
//inital position 











  G4int i = anEvent->GetEventID() % 3; 
  G4ThreeVector v(1.0,0.0,0.0); 
  switch(i) 
    { 
    case 0: 
      break; 
    case 1: 
      v.setY(0.1); 
      break; 
    case 2: 
      v.setZ(0.1); 
      break; 
    } 
  
















//create output file 
BNCTSteppingAction::BNCTSteppingAction() 
{ 





  file.close(); 
} 
 
void BNCTSteppingAction::UserSteppingAction(const G4Step * 
theStep) 
{ 
  G4Track * theTrack = theStep->GetTrack(); 
 
   
//out put if paticle is a neutron that crosses the target 
boundry from target to not target 
if(theStep->GetPostStepPoint()->GetPhysicalVolume()) { 
  G4StepPoint * thePrePoint = theStep->GetPreStepPoint(); 
  G4VPhysicalVolume * thePrePV = thePrePoint-
>GetPhysicalVolume(); 
  G4String thePrePVname = thePrePV->GetName(); 
  G4StepPoint * thePostPoint = theStep->GetPostStepPoint(); 
  G4VPhysicalVolume * thePostPV = thePostPoint-
>GetPhysicalVolume(); 
  G4String thePostPVname = thePostPV->GetName(); 





{   G4double kinEnergy = theTrack->GetKineticEnergy(); 
    //output to terminal 
 G4cout << "Neutron Energy = "<< kinEnergy <<"MeV" << G4endl; 
    //output to file 







   
 
 
OPTIMISING NEUTRON PRODUCTION FROM COMPACT LOW
ENERGY ACCELERATORS
N. Ratcliffe, R. Barlow, A. Bungau, R. Cywinski, T. R. Edgecock
University of Huddersfield, Huddersfield, U.K.
Abstract
There is currently much development in accelerator
based methods to provide flexible and reliable neutron gen-
erators, in response to a decline in the availability of nu-
clear reactors. In this paper the focus is on neutron produc-
tion via a low energy DC proton accelerator (1-10 MeV)
and light target system. GEANT4 simulations are being
used to study various aspects of target design, beginning
with studies into light targets, such as lithium and beryl-
lium, which are already in use. Initially the aim is to repli-
cate these designs and benchmark these simulations with
other models and experimental results before investigating
how modifications can improve neutron production and tai-
lor experimental geometries to specific applications such as
neutron capture therapy and medical isotope production.
INTRODUCTION
There are two main methods of neutron generation:
From a particle accelerator induced reaction or a nuclear re-
actor. Both methods are limited. However with the current
views on nuclear technology and its many issues including
logistics, flexibility and safety there is a drive towards de-
veloping and improving accelerator based sources for neu-
tron production. There are many advantages to using accel-
erator based sources for neutron production. For example
in medical applications an accelerator based source allows
for much more flexibility ranging from an ease in logistics,
being able to combine a treatment facility with a medical
centre, to having more flexibility in selecting the energy
range of the neutrons produced.
Many medical applications such as neutron capture ther-
apies use thermal and epithermal neutrons which are best
produced using low energy (less than 10 MeV) incident
protons colliding with a light (low mass) target. The medi-
cal physics team at Birmingham University are implement-
ing such methods of neutron production to develop a Boron
Neutron Capture Therapy (BNCT) facility in the UK [1].
By firing a low energy (≈ 3 MeV) proton beam at a thick
lithium disc target with a fluental and graphite moderat-
ing block they have a working thermal/epithermal neutron
source [2] [3].
This working target design has proved to be a good start-
ing point for this work as the Birmingham team have both
experimental [2] [3] results and previous model results gen-
erated using MCNP [1] with which to compare and bench-
mark our GEANT4 results, before going on to modify tar-
get designs and materials for our own applications. Addi-
tionally there seems to have been much discussion in the
literature on which element, lithium or beryllium, would
make the better target. There are several advantages and
disadvantages associated with each element that need to
be considered. While lithium has the preferable neutronic
properties in terms of the neutron yield obtained under pro-
ton bombardment there can be several difficulties in prac-
tically implementing such a target due to mechanical and
chemical properties, such as low melting point and poor
heat conduction etc. In order to overcome these problems
a more complex target assembly must be used, for example
the Birmingham team have carried out extensive studies in
which the lithium is attached to a suitable substrate whilst
also providing an adequate cooling system to help com-
bat the large amounts of power that get injected into the
target by the proton beam [1]. In comparison a practical
beryllium target design could be much simpler, even imple-
mented as a single foil [4]. The price for these much better
practical properties is a decrease in the neutronic proper-
ties, for example the beryllium neutron yield for an inci-
dent proton of 4 MeV is comparable to the lithium neu-
tron yield at around 2.8 MeV [5] [6]. There has also been
study of combining layers of these two elements to make
a hybrid target to combine the advantages of each element
whilst mitigating against the disadvantages of each individ-
ual element [7].
In this paper we present the results of simulations for
both lithium and beryllium as single element targets for the
GEANT4 validation process.
SETUP
The simulated data presented here has been obtained us-
ing a 0.7mm thick target disc with a diameter of 40mm
in both lithium and beryllium. Simulations were per-
formed with GEANT4 versions 4.9.4.p01 and 4.9.5.p01 us-
ing two physics lists, QGSP BERT and QGSP BERT HP,
as Bertini models are known to be more reliable at lower
energy scales due to incorporated pre-compound models.
A point like proton beam is fired in an energy range be-
tween 2 and 4 MeV. Results obtained from these simula-
tions give a model count of the number of neutrons that are
produced within and exit the target volume. Experimental
work has also been done using similar targets and the avail-
able results can be used to benchmark our simulations.
RESULTS
For the first part of the validation process the lithium
target simulation was used. Results obtained from these





























































































simulations using GEANT4.9.4.p01 with QGSP BERT are
shown in Fig. 1. These results gave the highest and most
reliable neutron yields from the models employed. Exper-
imental results from the Birmingham team can be seen in
Fig. 2 [3]. A comparison of these plots shows that the func-
tional form of the simulated data is significantly different
from the experimental data. Moreover our results also give
a much lower neutron yield (by approximately a factor of
10
4 ) than the experimental cross sections would suggest.
Figure 1: Simulation results of the lithium target using
GEANT4.9.4.P01 with the QGSP BERT model.
Figure 2: Total neutron yields from a pure thick lithium
target (solid line and points). The dashed lines represent
lithium compound targets that were also used in experi-
ments by D. A. Allen and T. D. Beynon
In the second part of the validation the lithium disc was
replaced by a beryllium disc of similar dimensions. Re-
sults obtained from the same Bertini model are shown in
Fig. 3 and an experimental comparison can be seen in
Fig. 4 [7]. The simulated results follow a similar curve
to that shown by the experimental neutron yields from
such a target. However the values are significantly lower.




12/mC , approximately 500 times lower than the
value of 0.3∗1012/mC obtained experimentally at the same
proton energy. However results obtained from the Bertini
HP model using an updated version of GEANT4 4.9.5.p01
are shown in Fig. 5. These results show a much better cor-
relation with those in Fig. 4, both quantitatively and quali-
tatively with model and experimental results giving a neu-
tron yield of approximately 1∗1012/mC at 4 MeV.
Figure 3: Simulation results of the beryllium target using
GEANT4 version 4.9.4.p01 with the QGSP BERT model.
Figure 4: Total experimental neutron yields a for thick
lithium target from cross-sections from [9] and a beryllium
with data from [10]. Direct neutron yields for a beryllium
target are from [8] (squares) and [11] (triangles).
Although the experimental data obtained from beryl-
lium are well modelled, both quantitatively and qualita-
tively, by the GEANT4.9.5.p01 QGSP BERT HP simula-
tions, attempts to use the same modelling procedures for
the lithium target gave results which were no better than
those obtained with the previous models.
CONCLUSIONS
For beryllium targets at least, both the energy depen-
dence and the magnitude of the neutron yield resulting
from the impact of low energy (2-4 MeV) protons are well
modelled by the GEANT4.9.5.p01 QGSP BERT HP sim-
ulations, as can be seen in Fig. 5 where our simulations
are compared with the experimentally obtained yields. For
Proceedings of IPAC2012, New Orleans, Louisiana, USA THPPR076



























































































Figure 5: Overlay plot of experimental results (yellow
line) for a beryllium target with those obtained using
GEANT4.9.5.p01 with the QGSP BERT HP model (blue
points with dark blue trend line).
lithium targets, however, neither the yield nor its depen-
dence on proton energy are in agreement with experimen-
tal data. It is clear that there are significant issues with the
physics embodied in GEANT4 at these rather low proton
energies. Nevertheless the benchmarking of the GEANT4
simulations against the experimental results from beryllium
give us some confidence in moving forward, at least with
this target material, to develop more detailed geometrical
models with which the production and delivery of thermal
and epithermal neutrons for Boron Neutron Capture Ther-
apy can be fully optimised. In so doing it is also important
to understand for what materials, and at which energies the
simulations begin to break down.
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GEANT4  TARGET  SIMULATIONS  FOR
N. Ratcliffe , R. Barlow, A. Bungau, C. Bungau, R. Cywinski,∗
Abstract
The GEANT4 code offers an extensive set of hadronic
models for various projectiles and energy ranges. These
models include theoretical, parameterized and, for low en-
ergy neutrons, data driven models. Theoretical or semi-
empirical models sometimes cannot reproduce experimen-
tal data at low energies (<100MeV), especially for low
Z elements, and therefore recent GEANT4 developments
included a new particle hp package which uses evaluated
nuclear databases for proton interactions below 200MeV.
These recent developments have been used to study target
designs for low energy proton accelerators, as replacements
of research reactors, for medical applications. Presented in
this paper are results of benchmarking of these new mod-
els for a range of targets, from lithium neutron production
targets to molybdenum isotope production targets, with ex-
perimental data.
INTRODUCTION
Currently the production of medical tracer isotopes for
use in imaging techniques such as SPECT (Single Pho-
ton Emission Computed Tomography) and PET (Positron
Emission Tomography) [1] relies principally upon an ag-
ing fleet of nuclear reactors. For example the most com-
mon medical isotope 99mTc, used in over 80% of all ra-
diopharmaceutical procedures, is currently produced, via
its generator 99Mo, by nuclear research reactors such as
NRU-Canada and HFR-The Netherlands, which together
produce over 60% of the worlds 99Mo/99mTc supply. Both
of these reactors are old (>50yrs) and close to decommis-
sioning, but as yet there is no real replacement in place
[2] [3]. There is considerable concern that we will soon be
facing a similar situation to that of the 2010 isotope crisis,
when both reactors were offline simultaneously resulting in
a significant decrease in the supply 99mTc and the postpon-
ing or cancelation of many vital radioisotope procedures
[1] [2] [3] [4] [5].
We believe that the solution to this impending problem
could lie in accelerator-based production methods, of both
99mTc and possible replacement isotopes. A collaboration
with Siemens is focusing on the potential of a compact,
low energy proton device for the generation of radioiso-
topes [6]. A study of optimal target designs for such a
system has been undertaken using GEANT4 simulations
of low energy (<10MeV) proton induced reactions.
∗ naomi.ratcliffe@hud.ac.uk
GEANT4
GEANT4 is a well-known, well-used toolkit for the
simulation of particle interactions in numerous areas of
physics, especially in its origins in high-energy physics.
However there has been very little implementation of
GEANT4 in simulating the interactions of low energy pro-
tons with targets. Moreover, the standard physics mod-
els available with the current release of GEANT4 for
these types of simulation, such as the QGSP BIC HP and
QGSP BERT HP, are all theoretical [7] [8] [9] [10]. Ini-
tial studies of low energy proton interactions with thick
(0.7mm) targets comprised of lithium or beryllium have
shown that these theoretical models breakdown in the low
energy limits. In light of this, a new data driven model,
QGSP BIC PHP, has been developed to simulate the in-
teractions of protons with energies less than 100MeV with
targets. The data for the new model is derived from either
the ENDF or TENDL libraries, and is selected by the envi-
ronmental settings for each simulation.
The initial light element target/neutron production
benchmarking was repeated for the new model before a
second phase of benchmarking for heavier element targets
was undertaken. In this second phase thin foil targets were
used for the heavy element targets with proton beams of en-
ergy less than 10MeV. In one case the experimental cross
sections were so low that a higher energy (<100MeV) pro-
ton beam was necessary and hence a thicker pellet type tar-
get was used.
This paper presents the results of benchmarking of the
new data driven model for a range of targets, including the
initial light element targets for neutron production and for
several medical radioisotopes produced using accelerator




Initial benchmarking results for both theoretical and data
driven models can be seen in fig.1, overlaid with experi-
mental data [11] [12] [13]. It can be seen how the theoreti-
cal model completely breaks down for light target low en-
ergy proton interactions, significantly underestimating the
neutron production from thick lithium and beryllium tar-
gets by approximately 3 orders of magnitude. However the
data driven model almost perfectly replicates the experi-
mental data for both targets.
University of Huddersfield, Huddersfield, UK
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Figure 1: Experimental and data driven simulation results
for neuton production targets.
Isotope Production
In the case of radioisotope production a more intensive
benchmarking of these models was carried out for these
using a range of heavier targets. The simulation and exper-
imental results shown below, Figs.2-5, are for several iso-
topes currently of interest for medical applications. These
isotopes are currently being produced using accelerator-
based methods or such production methods are being in-
vestigated.
Figure 2: Experimental and simulation results of the
64Ni(p,n)64Cu reaction.
The lightest isotope to be tested is 64Cu, a diag-
nostic PET isotope used to distinguish malignant tu-
mour tissue [2] [14], which can be produced through the
64Ni(p,n)64Cu reaction. The results are shown in fig.2. It
can be seen that while there is good agreement between the
experimental [15] [14], theoretical and data driven cross
sections at the higher energy range ( 7-10MeV), the theo-
retical models start to break down as the energy decreases
(<5MeV) at which no isotope production is seen. The data
driven model continues to show good agreement with the
experimental data down to approximately 3MeV where the
cross section becomes too low (<1mb) to obtain simulated
production.
Figure 3: Experimental and simulation results of the
89Y(p,n)89Zr reaction.
Next, the production of 89Zr, a PET diagnostic isotope
often used in connection with labelled antibodies [16],
from the 89Y(p,n) reaction was simulated. The results can
be seen in fig.3. Again, at the higher energies (7-10MeV)
there is reasonable agreement between both simulation re-
sults and the experimental data [17] [14]. However the
theoretical model starts to break down at approximately
6MeV. The data driven model still shows isotope produc-
tion down to 4MeV for this reaction.
Figure 4: Experimental and simulation results of the
100Mo(p,pn)99Mo reaction.
Possibly the most important test case is the simula-
tion of the production of the 99mTc generator via the
100Mo(p,pn)99Mo reaction. A range of experimental data
is available from the literature [17] [18] [19] and online li-
braries (such as EXFOR), some examples of which can be
seen in fig.4. This example shows how the available data
sources can affect the simulation results obtained using the


























































data driven model and with such a range of experimental re-
sults from which to choose a sensible comparison between
experimental and simulated data is not always possible. In
such cases the theoretical model may provide more reliable
results.
Figure 5: Expermental and simulation results for the
123Te(p,n)123I reaction.
The final test case in this phase was the reaction
123Te(p,n)123I, producing an isotope currently being used
for thyroid SPECT imaging [2]. It can be seen from the
results in fig.5 that both simulation models over estimate
the experimental [20] isotope production cross-sections in
the less than 10MeV energy region, the theoretical results
more so than the data driven model.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have introduced a data driven model
for the simulation of accelerator driven radioisotope pro-
duction at low proton energies. The benchmarking results
presented are encouraging and indicate that a successful
low energy data driven model can indeed be used success-
fully in GEANT4 to simulate low energy proton interac-
tions. However the test cases presented here are limited
and a much more stringent validation process must yet be
carried out before this new model can be included in the
standard GEANT4 release with confidence.
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DEVELOPMENT OF LOW ENERGY ACCELERATOR-BASED
PRODUCTION OF MEDICAL ISOTOPES
N. Ratcliffe∗, R. Barlow, R. Cywinski, University of Huddersfield, Huddersfield, HD1 3BH, UK
P. Beasley, Siemens AG, Oxford, OX1 2EP, UK
Abstract
Here we present methods for production of new and ex-
isting isotopes for SPECT (Single Photon Emission Com-
puted Tomography) and PET (Positron Emission Tomog-
raphy) imaging using accelerator-based systems. Such iso-
topes are already widely used in medical diagnostics and
research, and there is constant development of new drugs
and isotopes. However the main production method for
99mTc, is currently in research reactors and is at risk due
to scheduled and unscheduled shut downs. Therefore, a
low cost an alternative accelerator-based system could pro-
vide many advantages. Various compact low energy proton
machines are being proposed to enable cheap and acces-
sible production: here we present a discussion of potential
new SPECT isotopes and simulations of suitable targets for
their manufacture.
INTRODUCTION
Currently the production of medical tracer isotopes for
use in imaging techniques such as SPECT (Single Pho-
ton Emission Computed Tomography) and PET (Positron
Emission Tomography) [1] relies principally upon an age-
ing fleet of nuclear reactors. For example the most com-
mon medical isotope 99mTc, used in over 80% of all radio-
pharmaceutical procedures, is currently produced, via its
generator 99Mo, by nuclear research reactors such as NRU-
Canada and HFR-The Netherlands, which together produce
over 60% of the worlds 99Mo/99mTc supply. Both of these
reactors are old (>50yrs) and close to decommissioning,
and while several projects are looking at other production
routes for this isotope, as yet there is no real replacement in
place [2, 3]. As these reactors near their decommissioning,
currently set at 2014-2016, there is considerable concern
that we will soon be facing a similar situation to that of the
2010 isotope crisis, when both reactors were offline simul-
taneously resulting in a significant decrease in the supply of
99mTc and the postponing or cancelation of many vital ra-
dioisotope procedures [1–5]. Due to 99mTc monopolising
the medical isotope market little work was done develop-
ing other isotopes and many potential isotopes fell by the
wayside. The aim of this work is to resurrect some of these
isotopes as alternatives to 99mTc as we head into another
shortage in the hope of preventing another crisis. There are
several short lived SPECT and PET isotopes that have the
potential to take some of the workload from 99mTc.
∗naomi.ratcliffe@hud.ac.uk
LOW ENERGY ISOTOPE PRODUCTION
We believe that the solution to this impending problem
could lie in accelerator-based production methods, of both
99mTc and possible replacement isotopes. A collaboration
with Siemens is focusing on the potential of a compact,
low energy proton device for the generation of radioiso-
topes [6]. Such a machine could provide many more lo-
calised isotope production centres and allow for the use
of isotopes with shorter halflives. A study of optimal tar-
get designs for such a system has been undertaken using




113mIn is a metastable radioactive isotope that decays via
a 392 keV γ into stable 113In with a half life of 1.7hours [7].
In 1965 it was first proposed for use as an alternative med-
ical tracer isotope to 99mTc for SPECT imaging in sev-
eral applications such as brain and lung scanning. Tri-
als of this isotope showed it to give results comparable to
99mTc images [7]. 113mIn showed several advantages over
99mTc such in terms of chemical properties. A success-
ful generator production system for In was developed using
113Sn [7, 8].
Generator Production
There are several advantages of a longer lived genera-
tor system, such as the Sn/In system. The longer gap be-
tween parent half life and daughter half life makes it easier
to separate the two nuclei. It also increases the longevity of
the system for example the Sn/In(parent half life approx-
imately 118 days) system only needs replacing once ev-
ery 6 months where as the Mo/Tc(parent half life approx-
imately 3 days) system needs replacing weekly. However
due the plentiful and cheap supply of Tc at the time very
little serious work was carried forward with this isotope.
The simplicity of the generator production system and the
advantages available from such a system has prompted the
exploration of a low energy method of production for this
generator using the reaction:
113In(p,n)113Sn → 113mIn → 113In
Preliminary simulation results from the TALYS data li-
braries show that such a reaction at 10 MeV gives a produc-
tion cross section of 570mb. Further GEANT4 simulations
have been used to study target designs and feasibility of this
reaction using a <10MeV proton beam. In terms of daugh-
ter yield the most appropriate target thickness is that of just
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over the stopping distance, which from these simulations
is given to be approximately 0.5mm. The generator and
daughter activity for this reaction after a 30min irradiation
of the target can be seen in Fig. 1.
Figure 1: Activity of parent 113Sn and daughter 133mIn pro-
duced from the generator reaction.
The lifetime of a typical Sn/In generator system is 3-
6 months [9]. The activity for this time after irradiation
can be seen in Fig. 1. Even after this time this small sam-
ple generator is producing an activity of 0.9 mCi which
in comparison to a typical single dose of microcuries per
gram [10], shows the potential of a low energy accelerator
based system for the generator production of 113mIn.
Direct Production
Direct production of 113mIn appears to be less common
due to the short halflife of the isotope and the lack of lo-
cal facilities in which to produce it. However with the in-
troduction of our proposed system it should be possible to
make this a much more feasible production route. Both the
TENDL and EXFOR libraries can be seen to agree that a
cross section of just over 200mb can be obtained for the
following reaction:
113Cd(p,n)113mIn
for a proton beam between 9 and 10 MeV. The corre-
sponding activity of In for a 0.5mm thick target after a
30min irradiation can be seen in Fig. 2.
The activity obtained for direct production is signifi-
cantly larger than that of generator production. Such ac-
tivity should be enough to service the needs for a local fa-




Strontium 87m is a metastable radioactive isotope that
decays via a 388keV γ into stable 87Sr with a half life of
2.8hours [11]. Several different strontium isotopes have
an application in nuclear medicine as due to the similar
Figure 2: Activity of 113In produced from the direct reac-
tion.
chemistry to calcium it is readily taken up in bone. There
are some isotopes such as 90Sr which are undesirable for
medial use as replace calcium in the bone and are toxic.
Others however such as 87mSr can be used in both diag-
nostic and therapeutic techniques for various skeletal dis-
eases [11–14].
Generator Production
87mSr is produced primarily using the 87Y/87mSr gener-
ator. Literature shows many different possible methods of
producing this generator. However these are all at higher
energies ( >20 MeV). This work is focusing on low energy
techniques e.g. reactions such as
87Sr(p,n)87Y → 87mSr → 87Sr
According to the TALYS/EXFOR libraries this reac-
tion has a cross section of approximately 600mb at 10
MeV. Further study of target design were carried out using
GEANT4 to obtain a suitable target that provides a viable
yield for medical applications. The activity obtained from
a 0.9mm thick metal target can be seen in Fig. 3.
Activity of the generator route from our simulations is of
the order of curies whilst a diagnostic dose is of the order
of millicurie. However from previous studied such as [11]
it is apparent that this target is impractical and a compound
target such as SrCl2 would be more appropriate. This re-
duces the number of Sr nuclei within the target requiring a
thicker compound target to keep the activity sufficient for
the 2 week lifespan that is typical of this type of generator
system.
Direct Production
It is also proposed that direct production of 87mSr is pos-
sible through the reaction:
87Rb(p,n)87mSr
which according to the EXFOR libraries has a cross sec-
tion of approximately 200mb in the energy range <10MeV.
The TALYS libraries also gave a cross section of 240mb at
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Figure 3: Activity of 87mSr produced using the 87Y/87mSr
generator.
Figure 4: Activity of 87mSr produced using the direct reac-
tion.
10MeV from which the activity of 87mSr that is produced
after a 30min irradiation of a 0.5mm thick target can be
seen in Fig. 4.
Even with such a simple, crude design such a large ac-
tivity is obtained with this reaction. With more adjustment
a suitable target could be configured so as to optimise the
activity. An isotope with such a short half life is much more
likely to be produced using the direct reaction on demand
and so any effort to minimise the production time such as
short irradiation time, from these initial results this time
could be less than 30mins.
CONCLUSION
This work has shown a first test case of the feasibility
and practicality of using a low energy proton accelerator
system as a method of producing radioisotopes in quanti-
ties suitable for medical applications. This work will go on
to optimise the low energy production routes for these iso-
topes in the hopes of minimising the reduction of SPECT
isotopes in the predicated crisis. We will also go on to study
the potential of using this system to manufacture potential
isotopes to be introduced for both SPECT and PET.
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